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The bison business is in an 
unparalleled position of strength and 
stability. That strength and stability is 
reflected in the USDA monthly 
wholesale bison market price report. 
That report shows that wholesale 
prices for bison meat have remained 
steady at or near historic highs for 
every month since June 2011.  
 
According to our latest industry 
survey of major bison marketers 
(May 2015), 41% of the marketers 
projected they could sell between 6% 
and 25% additional product at 
today’s prices if the supply of live 
animals was available.  

Increasing demand for bison is one of 
the reasons that the National Bison 
Association, the InterTribal Buffalo Council, and the Wildlife Conservation Society in July launched 
Bison 1 Million, a campaign to restore one million bison to North America over the next 10-15 years. 

The National Bison Association has been engaged in a 
series of programs over the past five years to stimulate 
expanded bison production, including recruitment of new 
producers. Our Bison Advantage initiative includes 
educational resources, workshops, outreach to FFA and 
other measures to encourage additional production. 
 
Despite the current financial viability of the bison business, 
and the strong economic outlook, we face significant 
hurdles in bringing new producers into ranching, processing 

and marketing. Traditional agricultural lending institutions are largely unfamiliar with the fundamentals 
of bison production, and therefore extremely conservative when considering financing bison 
enterprises. This conservatism has become more pronounced as those institutions tighten their 
lending requirements because of the downturn in mainstream commodity production. 
 
Many Farm Service Agency offices, likewise, consider bison production as a novel enterprise, and not 
as a viable agricultural opportunity. It’s time that bison be recognized as a viable opportunity for 
agricultural producers and rural communities. The Farm Service Agency can play a significant role in 
this effort: 
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Our Recommendations 
 

1. Increased access to FSA Beginning Farmer and Rancher Loans  
 
Potential producers, including those in non-traditional bison production areas—should be 
provided with equal access to beginning producer loans as those applicants entering 
mainstream commodity production. 
 
As a start, bison production information should be included in the FSA Beginning Farmer 
website, and its Discovery Tool link.  
 

2. Increase Understanding of Bison Production within FSA Offices 
 
Through the resources provided by a Risk Management Agency Grant received in 2014, the 
National Bison Association published the 2nd Edition of the Bison Producers’ Handbook. This 
publication contains 22 chapters written by industry experts in all phases of production 
marketing from all regions of the United States. The National Bison Association would like to 
provide this publication to Farm Service Centers across the country. 
 

3. Utilization of Outreach & Technical Assistance Cooperative Agreements to expand tribal bison 
production. 
 
These cooperative agreements are already being utilized to some extent to assist tribes in 
expanding bison production on their lands. The National Bison Association and InterTribal 
Buffalo council are working with South Dakota State University, Sinte Gleska University, and 
other institutions of higher education to expand bison production, and to address key priorities 
in terms of business planning and herd health. We will be developing new proposals to 
Cooperative Agreements in the coming months. 
 

4. Transition of Conservation Reserve Program Lands to Bison Production 

More than nine million acres of land are scheduled to come out of CRP by 2021. With wheat, 
corn, soybean and cattle prices below break-even prices, moving that acreage into traditional 
commodity production makes little sense. Bison production offers an alternative for profitable 
livestock production without impacting those mainstream commodities.  

5. Continued equal access to all FSA Disaster Assistance Programs.  

Up until about a decade ago, many FSA disaster assistance programs specified cattle and 
sheep, but excluded bison. That has been addressed, and bison ranchers now have equal 
access to those important programs. It is vital that this equal access be continued.  

 

 

 

 


